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Abstract

An exome-based diagnostic panel in an infant with epilepsy revealed a previously unreported de 
novo missense variant in KCNA2, which encodes voltage-gated K+ channel KV1.2. This variant 

causes substitution F302L, in helix S4 of the KV1.2 voltage-sensing domain (VSD). F302L 

does not affect KCNA2 subunit membrane trafficking. However, it does alter channel functional 

properties, accelerating channel opening at more hyperpolarized membrane potentials, indicating 

gain of function. F302L also caused loss of KV1.2 function via accelerated inactivation onset, 

decelerated recovery and shifted inactivation voltage dependence to more negative potentials. 

These effects, which are not fully rescued by coexpression of wild-type and mutant KCNA2 

subunits, probably result from the enhancement of VSD function, as demonstrated by optically 

tracking VSD depolarization-evoked conformational rearrangements. In turn, molecular dynamics 

simulations suggest altered VSD exposure to membrane lipids. Compared to other encephalopathy 

patients with KCNA2 mutations, the proband exhibits mild neurological impairment, more 

characteristic of patients with KCNA2 loss of function. Based on this information, we propose a 

mechanism of epileptogenesis based on enhanced KV1.2 inactivation leading to increased synaptic 

release preferentially in excitatory neurons, and hence the perturbation of the excitatory/inhibitory 

balance of neuronal circuits.

Keywords

channelopathy; epilepsy; fluorometry; gain of function; loss of function; molecular dynamics; 
potassium channel

Introduction

Voltage-dependent, potassium-selective KV1.2 channels are homotetrameric proteins 

composed of KCNA2 subunits (Stuhmer et al. 1989; Long et al. 2005). KCNA2 
gene expression is localized in the distal axon initial segment and the juxtaparanodes, 

neighbouring the nodes of Ranvier, of both central and peripheral neurons (Rasband et al. 

1998; Lorincz & Nusser, 2008; Vacher et al. 2008; Trimmer, 2015). In addition to KV1.2 

channels, KCNA2 subunits can co-assemble into heterotetrameric K+ channels, for example 

with KCNA1 and KCNA4 (Sheng et al. 1993; Wang et al. 1993). These channels contribute 

to the delay, or D-type current (Storm, 1990), regulating action potential generation and 

neurotransmitter release (Debanne et al. 1997; Lambe & Aghajanian, 2001; Bean, 2007; 

Guan et al. 2007). Studies in both excitatory (Kole et al. 2007) and inhibitory (Rowan et 

al. 2014) neurons have demonstrated that KV1 channels play a critical role in repolarizing 

the action potential generated at the axon initial segment and thus determine action potential 

duration.

Ion channel dysfunction can often cause serious disease (Ashcroft, 2000). Consistent with 

this critical role in neurobiology, KCNA2 knock-out mice exhibited hyperexcitability and an 

epileptic phenotype (Brew et al. 2007). Also in the mouse, a laboratory-generated missense 

variant that reduced KV1.2 functional expression resulted in cerebellar ataxia (Xie et al. 

2010). In humans, the first KCNA2 variant associated with epileptic encephalopathy was 

only recently reported (Pena & Coimbra, 2015), but the list is growing and by now both 
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gain- and loss-of-function mutations have been found to be associated with epilepsy and 

other neurological disorders (Pena & Coimbra, 2015; Syrbe et al. 2015; Allen et al. 2016; 

Corbett et al. 2016; Hundallah et al. 2016; Masnada et al. 2017).

In this work, we report a new variant of KCNA2 from an infant with epilepsy. The de 
novo, heterozygous, c.906T>G missense mutation (Fig. 1) results in a p.Phe302Leu (F302L) 

amino acid substitution, located in the S4 segment of the voltage-sensor domain (VSD) of 

the KV1.2 channel. This location is of particular importance for voltage-dependent channel 

activation: segment S4 bears highly conserved, positively charged residues that sense 

changes in the electric field across the cell membrane (Fig. 2A-D). Thus, upon membrane 

depolarization, the positively charged residues are compelled to move outward through 

the electric field. This transition is then electromechanically coupled to the channel gate, 

facilitating its opening and subsequent ionic conduction (Tombola et al. 2006; Borjesson & 

Elinder, 2008; Chanda & Bezanilla, 2008; Tao et al. 2010; Blunck & Batulan, 2012; Jensen 

et al. 2012; Fernandez-Marino et al. 2018).

The amino acid sequence of S4, including F302, is conserved across a variety of vertebrate 

and invertebrate animals (Fig. 2E), as expected of the prominent role of this segment in 

voltage sensitivity. Substitution F302L is located between conserved arginine residues R300 

and R303, which correspond to R3 and R4 in the canonical S4 charge nomenclature (Fig. 

2D). Specifically in KV1.2 channels, residues R294 (R1), R297 (R2), R300 (R3) and R303 

(R4) contribute to the charge that senses and responds to changes in the membrane potential 

(Ishida et al. 2015). Since F302L is a conservative change between two hydrophobic 

amino acids, and both gain and loss of KV1.2 function have been associated with 

epileptic encephalopathy (Masnada et al. 2017), functional characterization of the F302L 

variant was required for confirmation of its pathogenicity and potential identification of 

treatments specific to this variant. KV1.2 channels exhibit a complex response to membrane 

depolarization, characterized as fast opening followed by a slower channel closure, called 

slow inactivation, which renders the channel unresponsive to further depolarization until 

spontaneous recovery (Suarez-Delgado et al. 2020). F302L may affect either, or both, facets 

of KV1.2 regulation by the membrane potential, with probable differential effects on cellular 

excitability.

We evaluated the consequences of mutation F302L on the biosynthetic, biophysical 

and structural properties of heterologously expressed KV1.2 channels using optical, 

electrophysiological and computational methods. We found that KCNA2-F302L subunits 

traffic normally to the cell membrane; however, KV1.2-F302L channels open faster and 

require less membrane depolarization to open: a gain-of-function effect. KV1.2-F302L 

channels also exhibit enhanced inactivation, manifested as a faster rate of inactivation onset 

at a more hyperpolarized membrane potential and slower recovery: a loss-of-function effect. 

Neither of these effects could be fully rescued by the coexpression of wild-type and mutant 

KCNA2 subunits, in agreement with the dominant effect of the mutation in the proband. 

Optical tracking of the voltage-sensing domain of the channel, where the substitution is 

located, showed that the KV1.2-F302L VSD exhibits a hyperpolarized and steeper voltage-

dependence. This effect is possibly based on an altered exposure of the VSD S4 helix to its 

lipid environment, as shown in molecular dynamics simulations. We discuss that F302L may 
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alter KV1.2 channel biophysical properties by enhancing VSD activation and its coupling to 

channel opening.

Methods

Ethical approval

Written informed consent was obtained from the patient’s legal guardian for the publication 

of this case report. All animal protocols were approved by the UCLA Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee and conformed to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory 

Animals published by the US National Institutes of Health. UCLA’s animal care and use 

programme has been fully accredited by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation 

of Laboratory Animal Care International continuously since 1976. Oocytes were ethically 

collected from mature (9+ cm) female Xenopus laevis frogs (LM00535, Nasco). Frogs 

were housed in the UCLA Division for Laboratory Animal Service frog facility. Room 

temperature: 16–21°C; humidity: 37%; light cycle: 06.00–18.00 h. Water used in frog tanks 

was filtered continuously. Frogs were fed with frog brittle (Nasco) three times per week 

(Monday, Wednesday, Friday). Tanks were flushed daily. Filters were checked weekly and 

changed if needed. Carbon filters were changed monthly. Ovaries were collected after 

euthanasia. The animals were killed humanely by CNS pithing under full anaesthesia. Full 

anaesthesia was achieved by immersion in 0.17% tricaine, pH 7, for 40 min, ascertained by 

toe pinching. The investigators understand the ethical principles under which The Journal of 
Physiology operates and our work complies with the animal ethics checklist (Grundy, 2015).

Epilepsy panel

DNA was extracted from the peripheral blood of the patient and each of her unaffected 

parents as comparators using a commercially available kit (Promega Maxwell RSC DNA 

Extraction Kit, Madison, WI, USA). The exome sequencing library was generated for 

proband DNA using the Agilent SureSelect Human All Exon V6+Mito kit (Santa Clara, 

CA, USA). Captured DNA fragments were then sequenced using the Illumina Nextseq 500 

sequencing system, with 2 × 100 bp paired-end reads. Single nucleotide variants (SNVs) 

and small insertions and deletions (<10 bp) were detected by mapping and comparing the 

DNA sequences with the human reference genome (GRCh37-hg19). Of all the variants 

identified by exome sequencing, a list of rare variants (minor allele frequency <1%) located 

within a predefined set of 166 epilepsy-associated genes (see below) was generated. These 

variants were further annotated and analysed using a commercial tool (Cartagenia v4.2). 

Only clinically significant or potentially significant variants were confirmed by Sanger 

sequencing and reported. The genes included in this panel are known to be associated with 

primary epilepsy, or associated with syndromes in which epilepsy is a commonly observed 

feature. The following genes were evaluated for sequence changes and small indels. For 

each gene the percentage of the coding region covered at a minimum of 10 × is provided in 

parentheses:

ABAT (100), ADGRG1 (100), ADGRV1 (100), ADRA2B (100), ADSL (100), AFG3L2 
(99.8), AKT3 (100), ALG13 (99.07), ARFGEF2 (100), ARHGEF9 (100), ASAH1 (100), 
ASPM (100), ATP1A2 (100), BCKDK (100), C12orf57 (100), CACNA1A (99.95), 
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CACNA1H (99.77), CACNB4 (100), CASK (100), CASR (100), CDK5RAP2 (100), 
CHD2 (100), CHRNA2 (100), CHRNA4 (100), CHRNA7 (100), CHRNB2 (100), CLCN2 
(100), CLN3 (100), CLN5 (100), CLN6 (100), CLN8 (100), CNTNAP2 (100), COL4A1 
(100), CPA6 (100), CSTB (100), CTSD (100), CUL4B (100), DCX (100), DEPDC5 
(100), DNAJC5 (100), DNM1 (100), DOCK7 (100), DYNC1H1(100), DYRK1A (100), 
EEF1A2 (100), EFHC1 (100), EPM2A (90.56), EXOSC3 (100), FIG4 (100), FLNA 
(100), FOXG1(100), GABRA1(100), GABRB3(100), GABRG2 (98.85), GAMT (100), 
GATM (100), GLI2 (100), GNAO1(100), GOSR2 (100), GPHN (100), GRIK2 (100), 
GRIN1 (100),GRIN2A (100), GRIN2B (100), GRN(100), HCN1 (100), HNRNPU (100), 
IER3IP1 (100), IQSEC2 (98.61), JRK (100), KANSL1 (100), KCNA2 (100), KCNC1 
(100), KCNH5 (100), KCNJ10 (100), KCNMA1 (100), KCTD7 (100), KPNA7 (100), 
KPTN (100), LGI1 (100), LIAS (100), MAGI2 (97.17), MBD5 (100), MCPH1 (100), 
MFSD8 (100), MTOR (100), NDE1 (100), NEDD4L (100), NHLRC (100), NRXN1 (100), 
OPHN1 (100), PAFAH1B1 (100), PHF6 (100), PIGA (100), PIGN (100), PIGO (100), 
PIGT (100), PLCB1 (100), PNKP (100), PPT1 (100), PRICKLE1 (100), PRICKLE2 (100), 
PRRT2 (100), PTCH1 (100), PURA (100), QARS (100), ROGDI (100), SCARB2 (100), 
SCN3A (100), SCN9A (99.9), SERPINI1 (100), SHANK3 (98.46), SHH(100), SIX3 (100), 
SLC12A5 (100), SLC13A5 (100), SLC19A3 (99.94), SLC1A2 (100), SLC1A3 (100), 
SLC25A12 (100), SLC25A22 (100), SLC35A2 (100), SLC35A3 (100), SLC9A6 (100), 
SRPX2 (100), ST3GAL3 (100), ST3GAL5 (93.19), STX1B (100), STXBP1 (100), SYN1 
(100), SYNGAP1 (98.18), SZT2 (100), TBC1D24 (100), TCF4 (100), TNK2 (99.7), TPP1 
(100), TSC1 (100), TSC2 (100), TSEN2 (100), TSEN54 (96.1), TUBA1A (100), TUBB2A 
(100), UBE3A (100), WDR45 (100), WDR62 (100), WWOX (100) and ZEB2 (100).

S4 amino acid sequence alignment of KCNA2 orthologues

KCNA2 orthologues were identified by Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)’s 

Protein BLAST function (Altschul et al. 1990) using human KCNA2 amino acid sequence 

(accession: NP_004965.1) as the query sequence. Alignments of the S4 region were 

generated using CLUSTAL Omega (Goujon et al. 2010; Sievers et al. 2011). The 

following proteins were used in the alignment: human (Homo sapiens) NP_004965.1; 

chimp (Pan troglodytes) XP_001162925.1, rat (Rattus norvegicus) NP_037102.1; 

mouse (Mus musculus) NP_032443.3; rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) NP_001076191.1; 

dog (Canis lupus familiaris) XP_005621364.1; cow (Bos taurus) XP_005204216.1; 

armadillo (Dasypus novemcinctus) XP_004484076.1; opossum (Monodelphis domestica) 

XP_007485179.1; platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus) XP.028925757.1; chicken (Gallus 
gallus) NP_989794.1; western clawed frog (Xenopus tropicalis) XP.031752644.1; 

pufferfish (Takifugu rubripes) XP.003973122.1; zebrafish (Danio rerio) NP_001104640.1; 

fruitfly (Drosophila melanogaster) NP_728123.1; nematode (Caenorhabditis elegans) 

NP_001040829.1.

Immunocytochemistry and flow cytometry

Molecular biology.—A construct containing rat KCNA2 with an N-terminally fused 

enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) tag (in the pEGFP-C1 vector) and an 

extracellular haemagglutinin (HA) site (between transmembrane helices S1 and S2) was 

a generous gift from Lily Jan and has been described previously (Gu et al. 2003). Using 
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this template, we constructed the EGFP-KCNA2(HA,F302L) plasmid via site-directed 

mutagenesis with a high-fidelity Pfu DNA polymerase (Agilent 600850) and confirmed by 

sequencing. A control plasmid carrying EGFP without KCNA2 was made as follows: first, 

a BglII site was introduced after the KCNA2(HA) sequence by site-directed mutagenesis, 

resulting in the KCNA2(HA) open reading frame (ORF) being flanked by BglII sites. The 

KCNA2(HA) sequence was then excised by BglII digestion, and the pEGFP-C1 vector was 

isolated by gel extraction, recircularized by T4 ligase and amplified.

COS-7 cell culture and transfection.—COS-7 cells (ECACC 87021302) were grown 

in Complete Culture Medium containing: Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)/

F-12 Nutrient Mixture (1:1) (Gibco, Houston, TX, USA), heat-inactivated fetal bovine 

serum (FBS) (10%), penicillin (100 units), streptomycin (100 mg ml−1) and glutamine (0.5 

mM). Cultures were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 and passaged twice per week up 

to p-24. Cells that would be used for flow cytometry (FC) were seeded in 12-well plates 

(~30,000 cells per well). Cells used for immunocytochemistry (ICC) were seeded in 35 mm 

glass-bottom dishes (~15,000 cells per dish). Transient transfection was done 24 h after 

seeding using TransIT-X2 Dynamic Delivery System (Mirus, Madison, WI, USA) according 

to the manufacturer. Briefly, plasmid DNA was mixed with unsupplemented DMEM/F-12 

media (1 μg/103 μl for FC; 0.6 μg/250 μl for ICC). TransIT-X2 was added at a ratio of 4:1 

(μl TransIT-X2: μg DNA) for FC or 2:1 for ICC and mixed by gentle pipetting. The mixture 

was incubated at room temperature for 25–30 min, to allow formation of TransIT-X2:DNA 

complexes. TransIT-X2:DNA complexes were added drop-wise to dishes containing cultured 

cells (60–80% confluent) and Complete Culture Medium. Before returning to the incubator, 

dishes were rocked gently to evenly distribute the TransIT-X2:DNA complexes. Culture 

medium was completely exchanged 24 h after transfection.

Immunocytochemistry/confocal microscopy.

At 48 h after transfection, glass-bottom culture dishes were rinsed three times, briefly, 

with ice-chilled Dulbecco’s PBS supplemented with 0.9 mM Ca2+ and 0.5 mM Mg2+ 

(Gibco 14040-094). Cells were fixed for 5 min with 2 ml per dish of ice-chilled 4% 

paraformaldehyde in Ca2+/Mg2+-free PBS (Medicago 09-2051-100) and washed with PBS 

(once quickly, then 3 × 5 min each) before incubation with blocking solution (2 ml of 

5% normal goat serum in PBS) for at least 1 h at room temperature. Primary (Rat anti-

HA; Roche Cat. No. 3F10, RRID:AB_2314622, Indianapolis, IN, USA) and secondary 

(AlexaFluor 568 conjugated goat anti-rat IgG(H+L); Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat. No. 

A-11077, RRID:AB_2534121, Waltham, MA, USA) antibodies were diluted 1:200 and 

1:1000, respectively, in blocking solution. The blocking solution was replaced with primary 

antibody solution (0.5 ml) and cells were incubated at room temperature for at least 2 h. 

Dishes were washed in PBS (1 ml each, 6 × 5 min) before incubation with secondary 

antibody solution (0.5 ml, 1 h at room temperature). Unbound antibodies were rinsed away 

with PBS (1 ml each, 3 × 10 min). After the final wash, excess PBS was carefully removed 

and a round coverslip was mounted over the glass-bottom of each dish using ProLong Glass 

Antifade Mountant (Invitrogen P36982, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Mountant was allowed to set 

for 18–24 h at room temperature, then samples were moved to 4°C for storage.
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Confocal images were acquired using a Zeiss LSM 800 microscope with Zen 2.3 software 

in batches using identical fluorescence detection parameters across all samples. A z-stack 

was acquired for each cell (0.27 μm interval). For each cell, a final image was produced 

using Zen Image Analysis software to create an orthogonal projection of two consecutive 

z-sections where the cell had the largest cytoplasmic volume. Line profiles were drawn 

across each cell using Zen 3.0 Blue Edition software. Images were prepared for publication 

using Adobe Photoshop CS6. Identical adjustments to levels, sharpness and pixel sampling 

were performed on all images.

Flow cytometry.

To quantify KCNA2 subunit cell-surface expression, COS-7 cells were harvested by 

trypsinization (0.05%) 48 or 72 h after transfection. Thereafter, the cells were kept on ice 

in the dark unless otherwise stated. Cells were washed with ice-chilled Dulbecco’s PBS 

(DPBS; Gibco) and pelleted at 400 g for 5 min at 4°C (Bourdin et al. 2016). To quantify 

surface channel expression in live cells, staining was performed sequentially with Zombie 

Violet viability dye (BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA) and anti-HA-conjugated Alexa Fluor 

647 (Alexa Fluor 647 anti-HA.11 Epitope Tag Antibody; BioLegend Cat. No. 682404, 

RRID:AB_2566616): first, cells were incubated in 100 μl Zombie Violet (1:500, PBS) for 15 

min at room temperature; next, 100 μl ice-chilled 2× anti-HA647 (final concentration: 8 μg 

ml−1, DPBS/5% FBS) was added. Samples were shaken for 45 min on ice at 250 rpm and 

washed in ice-chilled (i) DPBS/5% FBS and (ii) DPBS, as previously described (Bourdin 

et al. 2016). The optimal antibody and viability dye concentrations were determined by 

testing for best signal and least false-positives as in Bourdin et al. (2016). Finally, a single-

cell suspension (300 μl DPBS) was prepared using pre-separation filters (Miltenyi Biotec, 

Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) (70 μm) and stored at 4°C in the dark.

Each measurement also included untransfected cells and cells transfected with EGFP alone, 

to calibrate the EGFP and anti-HA647 gates, respectively. FC was performed on the same 

day using a Gallios Flow Cytometer (Beckman Coulter Life Sciences, Indianapolis, IN, 

USA). Zombie Violet, EGFP and Anti-HA647 were excited at 405, 488 and 638 nm 

respectively.

Detection was filtered for wavelengths <480 nm using 450/50 nm, <550 nm with 525/40 

nm and <710 nm with 660/20 nm. Counts of (i) cell clumps or cell fragments and (ii) 

dead cells were excluded using forward and side scatter gating (gate A), and Zombie Violet 

signal (gate B), respectively. Positive controls for Zombie Violet dye were generated by (i) 

permeabilizing and fixing cells using the eBioscience Foxp3/Transcription Factor Staining 

Buffer Set (Invitrogen) or (ii) incubation at 65 C for 1–10 min. Live cells were analysed 

for total channel expression (EGFP-positive cells, as compared to mock-transfected cells; 

gate C) and surface channel expression (anti-HA647-positive cells, as compared to unstained 

cells; gate D). Spillover of EGFP signal into the Zombie Violet-detecting channel was 

corrected by compensation at 1.4% using fluorescence-minus-one control.

Cells transfected with wild-type and mutant KCNA2 subunits were tested in triplicate 

from three different batches (passages 19–24) and at least 4000 live, EGFP-positive cells 

per replicate were counted at 30 μl min−1. Data were analysed using Kaluza Analysis 
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1.3 (Beckman Coulter Life Sciences). Cell-surface expression was calculated as the 

fraction of anti-HA-positive cells in the EGFP-positive population, normalized to wild 

type KCNA2(HA) measurements. The difference in proportion of KCNA2-surface-positive 

COS-7 cells between KCNA2-WT and KCNA2-F302L was evaluated by Student’s t test 

(two-tailed, equal variance). Error bars represent ±1 SEM, unless otherwise stated.

Electrophysiology and fluorometry

Molecular biology.—The rat KCNA2 clone was used in the pMAX vector. Mutations 

F302L and/or A291C [for voltage clamp fluorometry (Horne et al. 2010); see below] were 

generated and confirmed by sequencing. The plasmid was linearized using PacI (New 

England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA); cDNA (1 μg) was transcribed to cRNA in vitro 
(mMESSAGE MACHINE, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and stored at −80°C in RNA storage 

solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Oocyte preparation.—Xenopus laevis (Nasco) oocytes (stages V–VI) were ethically 

isolated and defolliculated using standard procedures (Haug et al. 2004). The oocytes were 

injected with 50 nl of cRNA (0.1 ng nl−1) using a Drummond nanoinjector. Injected oocytes 

were maintained at 18°C in an amphibian saline solution supplemented with 100 units ml−1 

penicillin, 100 μg ml−1 streptomycin and 50 μg ml−1 gentamicin (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Electrophysiology.—We used the cut-open oocyte Vaseline gap (COVG), a low-noise, 

fast voltage clamp technique (Taglialatela et al. 1992; Stefani & Bezanilla, 1998; Pantazis 

& Olcese, 2019). The oocyte was placed in a triple-compartment Perspex chamber, with 

a diameter of 600 μm for the top and bottom apertures. The upper chamber isolated the 

oocyte’s upper domus and maintained it under clamp. The middle chamber provided a guard 

shield by clamping the middle part of the oocyte to the same potential as the upper chamber. 

The bottom chamber injected current intracellularly, through the saponin-permeabilized part 

of the oocyte. For experiments at 33°C, the chambers were heated using a polyimide-film-

insulated heater (Omega Engineering, Norwalk, CT, USA), and the following: external 

solution (mM): 120 sodium methanesulfonate (MES), 2–5 K-MES, 2 Ca(MES)2, 10 Hepes 

(pH 7.0); internal solution (mM): 120 potassium glutamate, 10 Hepes (pH 7.0); intracellular 

micropipette solution (mM): 2700Na-MES, 10 NaCl. Low access resistance to the oocyte 

interior was obtained by permeabilizing the oocyte with 0.1% saponin carried by the internal 

solution. Holding potential was −80 mV. For activation experiments, 100 ms pulses were 

used (−80, …, 80 mV) with ΔV = 20 mV and inter-pulse duration of 10 s. For inactivation 

experiments, 1 min pulses to variable potential (−80, …, 60 mV, ΔV = 20 mV) were 

preceded and followed by brief (200 ms) pulses to 40 mV. The inter-pulse duration was 5 

min.

Voltage clamp fluorometry.—Twenty-four hours before experimentation, the oocyte 

solution was supplemented with DTT (200 μM) and EDTA (10 μM), to make Cys available 

for fluorophore labelling. On the day of experiments, oocytes were rinsed in DTT- and 

EDTA-free saline and stained for 5 min with 20 μM MTS-TAMRA fluorophore in a 

depolarizing solution (in mM: 120 K-MES, 2 Ca(MES)2 and 10 Hepes, pH 7.0) on ice, 

in the dark, to label the introduced Cys (A291C). The oocytes were then rinsed in dye-free 
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saline before being mounted in the recording chamber. Fluorescence emission and ionic 

current were simultaneously measured from the same area of membrane isolated by the top 

chamber (Gandhi & Olcese, 2008; Pantazis & Olcese, 2019). The same electrophysiological 

apparatus and solutions were used as above. The optical setup consisted of a Zeiss 

Axioscope FS microscope with filters (Semrock Brightline) appropriate for rhodamine 

excitation and emission wavelengths. The light source was a 530 nm, 158 lm Luxeon Rebel 

LED. A TTL-triggered Uniblitz VS 25 shutter (Vincent Associates, Rochester, NY, USA) 

was mounted on the excitation lightpath. The objective (Olympus LUMPlanFl, 40×, water 

immersion) had a numerical aperture of 0.8 and a working distance of 3.3 mm, which left 

sufficient room for insertion of the microelectrode while fully covering the oocyte domus 

exposed in the external recording chamber. The emission light was focused on a PIN-08-GL 

photodiode (UDT Technologies, FL, USA). A Dagan Photomax 200 amplifier was used for 

the amplification of the photocurrent and background fluorescence subtraction.

Data analysis and modelling

Electrophysiological data analysis.: Steady-state activation was calculated by fitting the 

macroscopic conductance to a Boltzmann distribution:

G = Gmax
1 + exp zF

RT (V 0.5 − V m) (1)

where Vm is the membrane potential; V0.5 is the half-activation potential; z is the effective 

valence; F and R are Faraday and Gas constants, respectively; and T is temperature (294 K). 

The maximal macroscopic conductance, G, was calculated by dividing the current (I) by the 

driving force:

G = I
V m − EK

(2)

where EK is the equilibrium potential for potassium.

To determine current kinetics, current traces were fit to the sum of two exponential 

functions:

I = b + ∑
i = 1

2
ai exp − t

τi
(3)

The reported time constant is the weighted mean of the two exponential components:

τavg = a1τ1 + a2τ2
a1 + a2

(4)

The voltage dependence of slow inactivation was calculated by fitting thefraction of non-

inactivated current to a Boltzmann distribution:
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Ipost
Ipre

= 1 − p ed
1 + exp − zF

RT (V 0.5 − V m)
+ p ed (5)

where Ipre and Ipost are the current (at +40 mV) before and after the inactivating pulse, 

respectively, and ped is the non-inactivating pedestal current.

Inactivation onset kinetics were characterized by fitting both the activation and the 

inactivation parts of the current to the sum of three exponential equations [same as eqn 

(3) with i = 1, …, 3]. The first two exponential components fit inactivation (a1,a2 > 0) 

and the third activation (a3 < 0). The reported inactivation time constant was the weighted 

average of the two inactivation components [same formula as in as eqn (4)].

To characterize inactivation recovery kinetics, the fraction of recovered current at different 

intervals at −80 mV after the inactivating pulse (1 min at −20 mV) were fit to the following 

bi-exponential function:

Ipost
Ipre

= b + (1 − b) ⋅ ∑
i = 1

2
ai exp − τi

t (6)

where a2 = 1 − a1. This function asymptotes at 1 (full recovery). Baseline offset b 
represented non-inactivated current, accounted for by the differential degrees of activation/

inactivation of WT and F302L channels, at room temperature or 33°C, following a 1 min 

pulse at −20 mV.

The voltage dependence of fluorescence deflections (ΔF; i.e. VSD activation) was estimated 

by fitting ΔF to a Boltzmann distribution:

ΔF = ΔFmax − ΔFmin
1 + exp zF

RT (V 0.5 − V m)
+ ΔFmin (7)

where ΔFmax and ΔFmin are the maximal and minimal ΔF asymptotes, respectively.

All electrophysiological data analysis was performed by least squares fitting in Microsoft 

Excel.

Markov model construction and fitting—A 17-state Markov state model was 

constructed to account for the effects of F302L on KV1.2 VSD activation and channel 

opening (see Fig. 12). It was based on the 16-state model by Ledwell & Aldrich (1999) 

for Shaker K+ channel gating, as also used by Ishida et al. (2015) to model KV1.2 gating, 

with the addition of a transition to an inactivated state. Each VSD in the model underwent 

two voltage-dependent activation transitions (R1↔R2 and R2↔A), with forward rates α 
and γ, respectively, and backward rates β and δ, respectively. Activation of all four VSDs 

allowed a transition to the open state, with forward rate kO and backward rate kC, both 

voltage-independent. The open state was connected to a closed state representing the 
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inactivated channel, via voltage-dependent rates ε and ζ, representing onset and recovery 

from inactivation, respectively.

Each voltage-dependent rate constant was expressed according to Eyring theory, e.g:

α = α0 exp zαF V m
RT (8)

β = β0 exp − zβF V m
RT (9)

for forward and backward rates, respectively, where α0 and β0 were the values of α and β at 

Vm = 0 mV and zα and zβ were the equivalent charge movements up to the transition state 

for each transition.

Calculations for state occupancies and the rate constants were performed using the Q-matrix 

method (Colquhoun & Hawkes, 1977, 1982, 1995). Briefly, Q is an n × n-element matrix, 

where n is the number of states (in this case 17) and each element qi,j is the rate constant for 

the transition from state i to state j. If there is no connection between states i and j then qi,j 

= 0. Each diagonal element is the negative sum of the off-diagonal elements in its row. The 

transition rates are then given by:

dp (t)
dt = p (t) Q (10)

where p(t) is a 1 × 17 vector of probability (occupancy) for each state such that its sum is 

1. It was calculated in Mathworks Matlab using the ode15s solver. The voltage steps for the 

model were simulated with a 30 μs time constant to reproduce the cut-open oocyte clamp 

time constant and help the differential equation solver by reducing stiffness. For initial 

conditions and background fluorescence calculations, the state occupancies at steady state 

were calculated using:

p (∞) = uT SST −1
(11)

where S is [Q u] and u is a 17 × 1 unit vector.

The macroscopic current was simulated by:

I (t) = p O (t) G (V m (t) − EK) (12)

where pO(t) is the occupancy of the open state, G is maximal macroscopic conductance and 

EK is the reversal potential for K+.

We used the following equation to simulate a fluorescence signal (ΔF) from VSD transitions:
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ΔF (t) = ∑
i = 1

2
p (t) ⋅ ni ⋅ φi − ∑

i = 1

2
p−80 (∞) ⋅ ni ⋅ φi (13)

where φ1 and φ2 are free parameters representing the macroscopic changes in fluorescence 

for the R1→R2 and R2→A transitions, respectively; and n1, n2 are each 17 × 1 vectors 

with the number of VSDs in the R2 or A conformation for each model state (n1) or the A 

conformation (n2), and divided by 4, the total number of VSDs. Because the fluorescence 

traces were bleach- and background-subtracted during a recording at the holding potential 

(−80 mV), the simulated fluorescence level at −80 mV was also subtracted from the model 

output: in the second term, p−80(∞) is a vector containing the steady-state occupancies at 

−80 mV, calculated using eqn (11).

Rate optimization was performed in Matlab by least squares and using fminsearchbnd 
(D’Errico, 2012).

Statistical analysis.—The difference in oocyte macroscopic conductance was evaluated 

by Student’s t test (two-tailed, equal variance). Error bars represent ±1 SD, unless otherwise 

stated.

Molecular dynamics simulations

For both KV1.2-WT and -F302L channels, we built one model each of the activated-open 

(AO) and the resting-closed (RC) state. The AO state was based on the KV1.2-2.1 chimera 

crystal structure by the MacKinnon group (PDB: #2R9R) (Long et al. 2007); the RC 

conformation was extracted from a long simulation of the KV1.2-2.1 chimera channel under 

hyperpolarizing conditions by the Shaw group (Jensen et al. 2012). Modelling was done 

using a sequence alignment of KCNA2 rat sequence and the KV1.2-2.1 chimera. Rosetta 

(Leaver-Fay et al. 2011) was used to construct the homology models of KV1.2. Each protein 

was inserted into a POPC membrane with 51,657 water molecules in the AO system (Fig. 

2) and 50,732 water molecules in the RC system. Neutralizing ions corresponding to 150 

mM KCl (140–142 mM Cl− and 180–183 mM K+ ions) were also added to each system. The 

systems were built using CHARMM-GUI (Jo et al. 2008).

The simulations were performed using the CHARMM36 forcefield (Lee et al. 2016). Before 

launching production simulations, each system was equilibrated in an NVT ensemble for 50 

ps with harmonic restraints on the position of protein atoms. Following this, the volume of 

the simulation box was relaxed while using a semi-isotropic coupling of the pressure. The 

position restraints on protein atoms were decreased incrementally for 325 ps.

For production, the systems were simulated in NPT ensembles with a 2 fs timestep, a 

pressure of 1 atm and semi-isotropic Parrinello–Rahman barostat (Parrinello & Rahman, 

1981). The temperature was set to 303.15 K, and the Nose–Hoover thermostat (Nose, 1984) 

was used. All bonds including hydrogens were constrained with LINCS (Hess et al. 1997). 

Short-range electrostatics were modelled within a 1.2 nm cutoff, with a switching function 

starting from 1.0 nm. Long-range electrostatics were modelled with particle mesh Ewald 
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(Darden et al. 1993). The systems were simulated for ~700 ns. The analyses were carried out 

on the last 450 ns of each trajectory.

Water density was calculated on a 1 Å grid over the simulation box using Volmap in VMD 

(Humphrey et al. 1996). From this, the density along the Z-direction in the VSD was 

averaged over X, Y-values spanning the VSD volume. The reference was defined as the 

centre of mass of six reference residues located on S1–S3 (A162, T184, F223, R240, N256, 

E273).

Electrostatic potential was calculated on a 1 Å grid over the simulation box using PME 

potential in VMD (Humphrey et al. 1996). The negative gradient of the electrostatic 

potential in Z yielded the electric field (Roux, 2008). The Z-component of the electric field 

at the location of charged residues was reported.

The lipid density around each residue was calculated by counting lipid atoms within 4.5 Å 

of each residue heavy atom. P-values were calculated with a Student’s t test.

Results

A new variant of KCNA2 is associated with epilepsy

The proband is a female infant with onset of generalized clonic seizures at age 5 months. 

She displayed clusters of seizures provoked by fever or overheating, overlapping with a 

Dravet phenotype (Wolff et al. 2006). EEGs performed at 9 and 13 months of age were 

normal. Developmentally, her first words were at 10 months, she walked at 14 months, and 

had more than 50 words and some two-word phrases at 2 years of age. There was mild 

ataxia while walking, but her fine motor coordination appeared normal at 2 years of age. 

As of 3.5 years, she spoke in three to five-word sentences and no ataxia was noted. While 

her walking was normal, running skills were immature. After molecular diagnosis, she was 

treated with topiramate, and has remained seizure free for at least 29 months.

Using an exome-based DNA panel of 166 epilepsy genes, a heterozygous c.906T>G 

missense change in the KCNA2 (transcript: NM_004974.3) was identified. Subsequent 

targeted Sanger sequencing of peripheral blood DNA from the patient and both of her 

parents confirmed this as a de novo variant (Fig. 1). The c.906T>G missense variant has 

never been recorded in population databases such as the Genome Aggregation Database 

[gnomAD (Lek et al. 2016)] or the Exome Aggregation Consortium [ExAC (Lek et al. 

2016)]. The variant has not been described in commonly used databases of clinically 

significant variants [ClinVar (Landrum et al. 2018) and the Human Gene Mutation Database 

(Stenson et al. 2017)]. No other pathogenic variants were found in the patient’s analysis.

The resulting F302L amino acid substitution is predicted as deleterious (disease causing) by 

algorithms used to evaluate the effect of missense changes on protein structure and function 

[GVGD, Mutation Taster (Schwarz et al. 2014)]. This was not surprising, considering the 

sensitive location of F302 on the highly conserved S4 helix: a principal component of 

the channel voltage-sensing apparatus (Fig. 2). Moreover, the patient’s initial semiology of 
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febrile seizures is consistent with some of the reported cases of KCNA2-related epilepsy 

(Masnada et al. 2017).

F302L does not affect KCNA2 subunit surface expression

While KCNA2 variants with reduced macroscopic conductance have been previously 

reported (Masnada et al. 2017), there are no definitive reports of mutant KCNA2 subunits 

misfolding or failing to traffic to the membrane to date. However, it is not uncommon 

for pathogenic variants of other potassium channels to exhibit impaired membrane 

trafficking (Roden & Balser, 1999). We evaluated the biosynthesis and surface expression 

of KCNA2-F302L subunits using an EGFP-and-HA-tagged KCNA2 construct (Gu et al. 

2003). The N-terminally fused EGFP provided a measure of total protein production. 

The HA tag, inserted at the extracellular KCNA2 loop between transmembrane helices 

S1 and S2, was only accessible for anti-HA immunolabelling from the exterior of non-

permeabilized cells and therefore served as a marker for surface-expressed channels (Fig. 

3A). Immunocytochemistry experiments showed both cytosolic and cell surface localization 

for both wild-type and F302L KCNA2 subunits (Fig. 3B).

To better quantify the proportion of cells expressing KCNA2 subunits on their surface, we 

performed FC using the same cells and constructs. We found that the same proportion of 

cells transfected with KCNA2-WT or -F302L subunits were positive for surface trafficking 

(Fig. 3C-E). Moreover, the intensity distribution for the anti-HA signal was practically 

identical for cells expressing KCNA2-WT or -F302L subunits (Fig. 3D), consistent with 

similar cellular expression levels. Taken together with the electrophysiology results below, 

these experiments show that F302L does not impair KCNA2 subunit membrane trafficking.

F302L facilitates KV1.2 channel opening

To evaluate the effect of F302L on KV1.2 channel function, we expressed WT or F302L 

KV1.2 channels in Xenopus oocytes and characterized their electrophysiological properties 

using the COVG technique (Taglialatela et al. 1992; Stefani & Bezanilla, 1998; Pantazis 

& Olcese, 2019) (Fig. 4A). KV1.2-F302L channels opened at more negative potentials 

than KV1.2-WT (ΔV0.5 = −15mV), although the effective valence of channel opening was 

slightly decreased, by ~11% (Fig. 4B). Combined, the effects on voltage dependence lead 

to increased channel opening within the range of −40 to 40 mV, well within physiologically 

relevant membrane potentials. In addition, the macroscopic kinetics of channel opening were 

accelerated, particularly at more negative potentials: at −20 mV, KV1.2-F302L channels 

opened over twice as fast as the WT channels (Fig. 4C).

Coexpression of WT and F302L subunits (equimolar cRNA injection) resulted in a more 

moderate phenotype, with a voltage-dependence curve falling between that of WT and 

F302L homomeric channels (ΔV0.5 = −8mV; Fig. 4B). The effective valence of these 

channels matched those of F302L homomers, while the activation kinetics were closer to 

those of WT channels (Fig. 4C). The inability of KCNA2-WT subunits to fully rescue the 

KCNA2-F302L electrophysiological properties is consistent with the dominant effect of the 

mutation in the proband.
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We also observed that the maximal macroscopic conductance of oocytes expressing 

KCNA2-WT, KCNA2-F302L, or coexpressed WT and F302L subunits was not significantly 

different (P > 0.4 for either condition; Fig. 1D) so the mutation does not appear to perturb 

the functional trafficking of KV1.2 channels in this expression system.

These effects of F302L (left-shifted voltage dependence and accelerated opening) were 

recapitulated in experiments performed at a more physiological temperature (33°C; Fig. 5).

F302L facilitates KV1.2 channel inactivation

KV1.2 channels exhibit slow inactivation during prolonged membrane depolarization 

(Sprunger et al. 1996; Suarez-Delgado et al. 2020). To evaluate the effect of F302L on 

this facet of KV1.2 voltage-dependent regulation, we used the following voltage protocol on 

oocytes expressing KV1.2-WT or -F302L channels and clamped using COVG: a 1 min pulse 

at potentials varying from −80 to +80 mV was used to bring about increasing occupancy 

of inactivation. Brief pulses immediately preceding and following the inactivation pulse (the 

pre- and post-pulses) were used to evaluate channel availability before and after inactivation 

(Fig. 6A). Mutation F302L shifted the voltage dependence of inactivation to more negative 

potentials (ΔV0.5 = −22 mV) and mildly enhanced its apparent valence by 9% (Fig. 6B). 

Combined, these effects on the voltage dependence of slow inactivation means that KV1.2-

F302L channels begin to inactivate more by −40 mV, which could in turn reduce KV1.2 

current during sufficiently prolonged neuronal depolarization (Steriade et al. 1993). There 

did not appear to be a significant difference in the extent of inactivation, both channel types 

inactivating partially with ~20% pedestal (non-inactivating) current (Fig. 6B).

F302L also accelerated the onset of inactivation (Fig. 6C). This occurred at all potentials 

where KV1.2 current could be detected until 40 mV, when the rates of inactivation matched 

across wild-type and F302L channels. At −20 mV, KV1.2-F302L channels inactivated almost 

3-fold faster than WT. This observation further adds to the premise that fewer KV1.2-F302L 

channels would be available to produce current in vivo.

By varying the interval between the inactivating pulse and the brief post-pulse, we also 

evaluated the kinetics of inactivation recovery, which was slowed down in F302L (Fig. 

6D). At −80 mV, inactivation recovery occurred with two kinetic components and, overall, 

KV1.2-F302L channels were 2-fold slower to recover than WT.

As in the case of voltage-dependent activation, the coexpression of KCNA2-WT subunits 

tempered, but did not fully revert, the effect of F302L on the voltage dependence and 

kinetics of inactivation. In fact, the voltage dependence and kinetics of inactivation when 

KCNA2-WT and -F302L subunits were coexpressed more closely resembled those of 

homomeric KV1.2-F302L channels: ΔV0.5 = −16 mV; z higher by 5%; inactivation onset 

at −20 mV faster by ~2-fold; inactivation recovery at −80 mV slower by 1.8-fold (Fig. 6).

We were able to probe inactivation onset and recovery kinetics at a more physiological 

temperature (33°C), and the results recapitulate those from recordings at room temperature: 

faster onset of inactivation at −20 mV (Fig. 7A) and delayed recovery at −80 mV (Fig. 7).
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F302L facilitates KV1.2 VSD activation

Since the F302L substitution (i) is located in the S4 segment of the KV1.2 channel voltage-

sensing domain (Fig. 2) and (ii) affects the voltage-dependent operation of the channel 

(opening and inactivation; Figs 4-7), we posited that it must also alter the biophysical 

properties of the VSDs, because VSD conformational transitions are transduced into channel 

opening (Tombola et al. 2006; Blunck & Batulan, 2012; Jensen et al. 2012; Fernandez-

Marino et al. 2018) and, by extension, slow inactivation (Conti et al. 2016; Suarez-Delgado 

et al. 2020). We optically tracked the activation transitions of the KV1.2 VSD in conducting 

channels with or without F302L using voltage clamp fluorometry (Mannuzzu et al. 1996; 

Claydon & Fedida, 2007; Gandhi & Olcese, 2008; Blunck, 2015; Priest & Bezanilla, 2015; 

Cowgill & Chanda, 2019). By fluorescently labelling the VSD with a small, environment-

sensitive probe, and complementing our electrophysiological set-up with epifluorescence 

capability, it was possible to simultaneously (i) control the membrane potential, (ii) record 

membrane current (i.e. channel opening) and (iii) acquire ensemble fluorescence, the 

deflections of which (ΔF) reflect local protein conformational changes (Fig. 8). These 

experiments showed that the voltage dependence of KV1.2-F302L VSD activation was also 

shifted to more negative potentials (ΔV0.5 = −4 mV), and also acquired more sensitivity 

to changes in the membrane potential, as evidenced by more apparent valence, by 17%. 

We further discuss the relevance of these changes with respect to channel opening in the 

Discussion below.

F302L alters the environment of S4

To investigate molecular implications of the mutant, four homology models of the KV1.2 

channel were constructed. For both WT and F302L, we built one model each of the activated 

VSD – open pore (AO) and the resting VSD – closed pore (RC) states. A full simulation 

system consists of a protein in a membrane surrounded by water and neutralizing ions (Fig. 

2B,C). We carried out 700 ns molecular simulations of the four systems.

The simulations predict that the F302L substitution changes neither the water content nor 

the electrostatic environment of the charged S4 residues (Fig. 9). A deeper interrogation of 

the structural differences between simulated KV1.2 wild-type and F302L channels revealed 

that the mutation changes the lipid interactions of two S4 residues in the vicinity of 

position 302 in the AO state: L298 and I304. This alteration indicates a change of the 

S4 environment concomitant with a slight rotation of the S4 helix with respect to its 

surrounding transmembrane helices (Fig. 10). Together, these structural perturbations may 

account for the alteration of VSD functional properties (Fig. 8) and, consequently, KV1.2 

voltage-dependent operation (Figs 4-7).

Discussion

In this work, we report on a KCNA2 variant discovered in a patient with epilepsy (Fig. 

1). KCNA2 proteins are broadly expressed in the CNS, and assemble into homotetrameric, 

voltage-sensitive, potassium-selective KV1.2 channels (Fig. 2). The resulting amino acid 

substitution, F302L, at the S4 transmembrane helix of the voltage-sensing domain (Fig. 2), 

does not seem to negatively affect subunit surface expression (Figs 3 and 4D). However, it 
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does affect the biophysical properties of KV1.2 current, in both the absence and the presence 

of wild-type subunits. Both channel opening and slow inactivation are enhanced (Figs 4-7), 

producing both gain and loss of KV1.2 function. We then optically tracked the activation of 

KV1.2 voltage-sensing domains, where the F302L substitution is located, to discover that 

the mutation enhanced their voltage-sensing properties (Fig. 8). Finally, all-atom molecular 

dynamics simulations of KV1.2 channels in two conformations showed F302L produces 

subtle, but detectable, structural perturbations: rotation of helix S4, and differential exposure 

of its residues to the membrane lipids (Fig. 10). Below, we discuss these results, to probe 

deeper into the molecular etiology of the perturbed electrophysiological properties of KV1.2 

channels; how these relate to neuronal macromolecular channel complexes, excitability and 

epileptogenesis; and how the advent of precision medicine can benefit from mechanistically 

rigorous biophysical studies.

A modest enhancement of the VSD voltage dependence accounts for augmented channel 
opening

Voltage-dependent channel opening emerges following the activation of specialized VSDs 

(Tombola et al. 2006; Borjesson & Elinder, 2008; Chanda & Bezanilla, 2008; Tao et al. 

2010; Blunck & Batulan, 2012; Jensen et al. 2012; Fernandez-Marino et al. 2018). Voltage 

clamp fluorometry revealed that the VSDs of KV1.2-F302L channels have a hyperpolarized 

half-activation potential and exhibit more sensitivity to changes in the membrane potential 

(Fig. 8). Compared to the effect on the voltage dependence of channel opening (Fig. 4B), 

the effect of F302L on VSD operation appears more modest. Plotting the 95% prediction 

bounds for the wild-type and F302L VSD activation probability shows that the two curves 

are clearly distinct, with the mutant VSD showing a steeper response to changes in the 

membrane potential (Fig. 11). Drawing on the basic operational principles of a tetrameric 

K+ channel provides an interpretation for how a modest perturbation of VSD function 

translates to the larger effect observed in the channel conductance: because activation of 

all four VSDs is a necessary condition for pore opening (Schoppa et al. 1992; Bezanilla 

et al. 1994; Zagotta et al. 1994), a rough approximation of the channel open probability 

is the VSD activation probability raised to the fourth power. In Figure 11, the prediction 

bounds corresponding to VSD activation in KV1.2-WT and -F302L channels were raised 

to the fourth power: the resulting curves are separated at their half-activation point (ΔV0.5) 

by ~10 mV, resembling the difference between KV1.2-WT and -F302L channel-opening 

voltage dependence (Fig. 4B; ΔV0.5 = 15 mV). In other words, the modest effect of mutation 

F302L on KV1.2 VSD activation is consistent with the stronger shift observed in the voltage 

dependence of pore opening, when considering the basic operation of a homotetrameric KV 

channel.

However, the above analysis does not account for other properties of KV1.2-F302L channels, 

such as their accelerated activation kinetics (Fig. 4C) and the similarity in apparent valence 

of channel opening between F302L and WT channels (Fig. 4B). To address this evidence 

and reconcile voltage-sensor activation with channel opening in a more mechanistic manner, 

we simultaneously fit fluorescence and current data with a 17-state Markov state model 

of KV1.2 voltage-dependent activation and inactivation (Fig. 12A). The model assumed a 

channel with four VSDs undergoing two sequential, voltage-dependent activation transitions 
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(R1↔R2↔A), giving rise to 15 shut states. When all four VSDs are in the fully active (A) 

conformation, a voltage-independent transition led to the single open state. This model is 

inspired by those used by the Aldrich and Islas groups to characterize Shaker and KV1.2 

channel voltage-dependent activation (Ledwell & Aldrich, 1999; Ishida et al. 2015). Our 

variation included one more closed state, accessible via a voltage-dependent transition from 

the open state, representing the inactivated state. The model accounted for the enhanced 

opening of KV1.2-F302L channels (Fig. 12B,C) by the combination of (at 0 mV): a 

3.5-fold reduction of the first VSD activation transition; a 1.8-fold enhancement of the 

second VSD activation transition; and a 6.5-fold enhancement of the voltage-independent 

opening transition (Table 1). One interpretation of this result is that VSD activation in 

F302L channels is more effective at triggering pore opening than in the WT channel. The 

enhanced VSD activation is also consistent with facilitated inactivation, considering the 

interrelationship between the two processes shown in the related Shaker K+ channel (Conti 

et al. 2016) and the similarity between Shaker C-type inactivation and the slow inactivation 

ofKV1.2 channels (Suarez-Delgado et al. 2020).

What is the structural basis for the effects of mutation F302L?

The location of the mutation on the S4 transmembrane helix (Fig. 2) and the alteration of 

the VSD activation properties (Figs 8 and 11) prompted us to query the structural basis for 

these effects, especially because the conservative nature of the F302L substitution precluded 

an immediate structure-based rationalization. Our molecular dynamics simulations did not 

reveal a gross alteration of the VSD hydration or electrostatic properties (Fig. 9). This is 

not surprising, considering that homologous VSDs from different channels exhibit little 

difference in these properties (Souza et al. 2014) and point to a more subtle structural effect 

of the conservative F302L substitution: while not providing a direct insight into the effect of 

the mutation, it lends weight to the validity of our computational simulations.

The differential exposure of residues L298 and I304 to membrane lipids is a statistically 

significant result encountered in all four VSDs of the modelled channels (Fig. 10C) and is 

in line with the alteration of hydrophobic surface area in the F302L substitution. Interaction 

with lipid is an important component of VSD operation (Sands & Sansom, 2007; Swartz, 

2008; Milescu et al. 2009; Kasimova et al. 2014); together with the apparent rotation of 

the S4 helix with respect to its juxtaposed transmembrane helices, this effect could underlie 

the functional consequences of F302L on VSD operation, and KV1.2 voltage-dependent 

properties.

KCNA2-F302L subunits in heteromeric KV channel complexes

In this work, we studied the effects of amino acid substitution F302L in homomeric KV1.2 

channels. KCNA2 subunits can also assemble with related KV pore-forming subunits into 

heterotetrameric voltage-dependent, K+-selective channels (Isacoff et al. 1990; Ruppersberg 

et al. 1990; Sheng et al. 1993; Wang et al. 1993; Hopkins et al. 1994; Lai & Jan, 2006). 

KV1.2 channels are also known to associate with accessory, cytoplasmic KVβ2 subunits 

in vivo (Rhodes et al. 1997). KVβ2 subunits bind to the cytosolic T1 domain of KV1.2 

channels (Long et al. 2005) and facilitate channel biosynthesis (Shi et al. 1996), while 

potentially conferring redox-sensitive gating properties (Long et al. 2005). Other proteins, 
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such as the amino acid transporter Slc7a5, have been reported to interact and modify the 

properties of KV1.2 channels; in fact, this interaction seems to particularly exacerbate the 

electrophysiological properties of gain-of-function KV1.2 mutants (Baronas et al. 2018). In 

this study, we focused on the properties of KCNA2-F302L subunits, alone or coexpressed 

with KCNA2-WT subunits. Certainly, delineating the effect of KCNA2-F302L subunits 

on, or in the presence of, known molecular associates will advance our understanding 

of the disease etiology. Given the dominant effect of KCNA2-F302L subunits on KV1.2 

current properties (Figs 4 and 6), we anticipate that the same will be observed in other 

macromolecular complexes where KCNA2-F302L subunits participate.

How do KCNA2-F302L subunits affect neuronal excitability?

How do these gating properties correlate with encephalopathy? Two potential means to 

address this question are (i) previous cases of KCNA2-related encephalopathies and (ii) 

studies on KV1.2 channel expression and role in neuronal function.

Several KCNA2 mutations with either gain, loss, or combined gain-and-loss-of-function 

have been reported in patients with epilepsy (Masnada et al. 2017). Their study reported that 

combined gain-and-loss-of-function mutations tend to result in earlier age of seizure onset 

(mean ~2 months as opposed to ~8 months for either gain- or loss-of-function); seizures 

that were more rarely triggered by fever; and cause more severe neurological phenotypes 

and more pronounced intellectual disability (Masnada et al. 2017). By comparison, the 

proband in our study exhibited febrile seizures with minor motor impairment and mild 

developmental delay. This difference could be due to the relatively minor effects of F302L 

on KV1.2 functional properties, compared to gain-and-loss-of-function mutations reported in 

other probands. For instance, three patients with profound intellectual disability had variant 

T374A, which shifted KV1.2 activation by ~−25 mV and decreased maximal conductance 

by ~7-fold (Masnada et al. 2017). As the patient in our study did not fully match the 

‘gain-and-loss-of-function’ clinical phenotypes reported to date, do her symptoms align 

better with previous cases of encephalopathy with either gain or loss of KCNA2 function? In 

general, patients with KCNA2 gain of function have more severe clinical consequences than 

those with loss of function in terms of motor and intellectual impairment (Masnada et al. 

2017). The relatively mild phenotype of the proband in this study suggests that KCNA2 loss 

of function (enhanced inactivation) overall supersedes gain of function (facilitated opening) 

in vivo. In fact, the activation properties of currents recorded from oocytes expressing 

a mixture of KCNA2-WT and -F302L subunits were approximately half-way between 

homomeric KV1.2-WT and -F302L channels (Fig. 4); their inactivation properties more 

closely approximated those of homomeric KV1.2-F302L channels (Fig. 6).

The broad expression pattern of KCNA2 in the CNS (Vacher et al. 2008) and the diversity of 

type, onset and severity for seizures in patients with different KCNA2 mutations (Masnada 

et al. 2017) suggest that differential perturbations of KV1.2 channel function promote 

epilepsy and other neurological disorders by diverse, probably non-mutually exclusive, 

mechanisms. Several mechanisms of how KV (including KV1.2) channel enhanced opening 

or inactivation can lead to epilepsy are discussed by Niday & Tzingounis (2018). We 
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propose an additional mechanism below, based on the role of KV1.2 channels in setting 

action potential (AP) duration at the axon initial segment (AIS).

Long-lasting subthreshold depolarizations, such as cortical ‘up states’ (Steriade et al. 1993), 

could promote KV1.2 inactivation: a process likely to be exacerbated by the enhanced 

inactivation properties of KV1.2 channels containing KCNA2-F302L subunits (Figs 6 and 

7). In cortical pyramidal (excitatory) neurons, AIS-localized KV1 blockade or somatic 

current injections mimicking up-states produced broader APs, which propagated to the 

synapse and resulted in increased synaptic release (Kole et al. 2007). In contrast, AP 

broadening by AIS-localized KV1 blockade in cerebellar stellate cells (inhibitory neurons) 

did not alter synaptic release (Rowan et al. 2014). This was due to the fast opening of 

KV3 channels at presynaptic boutons, which locally restored AP duration (Rowan et al. 

2014).Although the two cell types mentioned above participate in neuronal networks in 

different brain regions, these observations provide an example as to how enhanced KV1.2 

inactivation can differentially affect excitatory and inhibitory influences: a long-recognized 

mechanism of epileptogenesis (McCormick & Contreras, 2001). In fact, fast presynaptic 

KV3 channels regulate interneuron synaptic release in several brain regions where epilepsy 

may arise, including the hippocampus (Lien & Jonas, 2003) and the cortex (Erisir et al. 

1999; Rudy et al. 1999; Goldberg et al. 2005; Kaczmarek & Zhang, 2017). If the fast KV3 

channels at interneuron presynaptic terminals can largely correct aberrant AP duration due 

to KV1 dysfunction at the AIS (Rowan et al. 2014), this may allot a higher contribution to 

KCNA2-mediated encephalopathy to excitatory neurons lacking axonal KV3 channels.

In summary, (i) we found that F302L produces both gain- and loss-of-function effects on 

KV1.2 channels; (ii) the proband has mild neurological symptoms, most consistent with 

cases of KCNA2 loss of function, so enhanced KV1.2 inactivation seems to be dominant in 
vivo; and (iii) loss of KV1.2 function can produce broadened APs, leading to enhanced 

synaptic release preferentially in excitatory neurons, steering neuronal circuits towards 

epilepsy.

Potential therapeutic avenues

Functional characterization of a novel epilepsy-causing mutation can have impact on patient 

care in two ways: first, it confirms a functional effect, and hence, the pathogenicity of 

a novel variant, effectively ending a patient’s diagnostic odyssey. Second, such a study 

may help to identify therapies specifically responsive to the functional effects of the 

mutation. At the time of our patient’s initial genetic diagnosis, there were a few reports 

documenting favourable effects of acetazolamide on patients with KCNA2-related epilepsy 

(Pena & Coimbra, 2015; Allen et al. 2016). This prompted prescription of another carbonic 

anhydrase inhibitor, topiramate, to the patient at 13 months of age. Since then, the 

patient has been seizure-free for 29 months. While multiple mechanisms of actions for 

topiramate have been reported, it has been shown to enhance chloride currents of GABAA 

receptors with certain subunit combinations, and inhibit AMPA/kainate-evoked currents by 

allosterically affecting protein kinase A-mediated modulation of AMPAreceptors (Latini et 

al. 2008). Topiramate is also reported to increase brain GABA levels by NMR spectroscopy 

(Petroff et al. 2001; van Veenendaal et al. 2015). The effectiveness of topiramate for our 
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patient and its enhancing effects on GABAergic neurotransmission as well as inhibitory 

effects on glutamatergic neurotransmission are consistent with our proposed mechanism 

above, whereby F302L could promote epilepsy via unchecked excitatory signalling. 

Although the prescription of the medication preceded completion of our study in this case, it 

underlines the utility of our work for the identification of potential therapies specific to the 

disease-causing variant: the principle behind precision medicine.

A path for precision medicine, from molecules to the neuronal circuit

In this work, genetic screening in an infant patient with epilepsy revealed a previously 

unreported variant of the KCNA2 gene, c.906T>G (Fig. 1). This missense mutation results 

in amino acid substitution F302L, at the primary structure of the KCNA2 product, the 

pore-forming subunit of KV1.2 channels (Fig. 2). Molecular dynamics simulations revealed 

that transmembrane helix S4, the secondary structural element of the KCNA2 subunit 

where F302L is located, is modestly rotated and exhibits differential interaction with 

membrane lipids compared to the WT helix (Fig. 10). S4 is a central component of 

the voltage-sensing domain, a conserved tertiary protein structure comprising a bundle 

of transmembrane helices that senses membrane depolarization. Optical investigations of 

this domain revealed that F302L results in a discernible enhancement of its depolarization-

evoked conformational transitions (Figs 8 and 11). This modest effect was exacerbated in the 

KV1.2 conduction properties, which emerge in the quaternary, tetrameric channel structure: 

interestingly, this conservative amino acid substitution resulted in both gain and loss of 

KV1.2 function, manifested as facilitated voltage-dependent opening (Figs 4 and 5) and 

enhanced inactivation (Figs 6 and 7), respectively. Considering the mild symptoms of the 

patient, which better approximate those symptoms of patients with KCNA2 loss-of-function 

reported to date (Masnada et al. 2017), we proposed that the enhanced inactivation effect of 

F302L outweighs gain-of-function due to facilitated opening in vivo. In turn, these results 

led us to propose a mechanism of epileptogenesis at the neuronal circuit level, whereby 

enhanced synaptic transmission by excitatory neurons perturbs the balance of excitatory and 

inhibitory activity, veering neuronal circuits towards synchronization and epilepsy. Next-

generation sequencing of known epilepsy genes, either as part of a curated panel or through 

exome-based tests, has rapidly become part of the diagnostic approach towards epileptic 

disorders. Frequently, variants of uncertain significance are detected whose pathogenicity 

can remain unresolved without functional analysis. This study, starting with the detection of 

a nucleotide substitution and characterizing its effects through all levels of protein structure, 

to discussion of epileptogenesis at the neuronal network level, could set a paradigm for 

precision medicine-based approaches.
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Key points

• KV1.2 channels, encoded by the KCNA2 gene, regulate neuronal excitability 

by conducting K+ upon depolarization. A new KCNA2 missense variant was 

discovered in a patient with epilepsy, causing amino acid substitution F302L 

at helix S4, in the KV1.2 voltage-sensing domain.

• Immunocytochemistry and flow cytometry showed that F302L does not 

impair KCNA2 subunit surface trafficking.

• Molecular dynamics simulations indicated that F302L alters the exposure of 

S4 residues to membrane lipids.

• Voltage clamp fluorometry revealed that the voltage-sensing domain of 

KV1.2-F302L channels is more sensitive to depolarization. Accordingly, 

KV1.2-F302L channels opened faster and at more negative potentials; 

however, they also exhibited enhanced inactivation: that is, F302L causes both 

gain- and loss-of-function effects. Coexpression of KCNA2-WT and -F302L 

did not fully rescue these effects.

• The proband’s symptoms are more characteristic of patients with loss of 

KCNA2 function. Enhanced KV1.2 inactivation could lead to increased 

synaptic release in excitatory neurons, steering neuronal circuits towards 

epilepsy.
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Figure 1. A de novo mutation in a conserved KCNA2 (KV1.2) amino acid from an infant with 
epilepsy
Sequencing chromatograms of the proband, an infant patient exhibiting epilepsy and her 

healthy parents. A de novo heterozygous (HTZ) mutation 906T>G in KCNA2, the gene 

encoding the pore-forming subunit of KV1.2 channels. The mutation site is indicated 

by asterisks: two bases, one from each KCNA2 allele, overlap. Magnified views of the 

chromatograms are shown in the insets. The missense mutation causes substitution F302L, 

located in the S4 segment of the KV1.2 voltage-sensing domain (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. KCNA2 topology and KV1.2 structure
A, cartoon of a KV1.2 subunit. Each rectangle corresponds to a transmembrane helix. 

Helices S1, S2, S3 and S4 form a voltage-sensing domain (VSD), while helices S5 and S6 

from each subunit make up the central, K+-selective pore. The charged residues on S4 are 

marked with plus symbols, and the location of the mutation F302L is shown with a purple 

asterisk. B, side view of a simulated KV1.2 channel (ribbons) embedded in a membrane 

(cyan) between the extracellular and intracellular aqueous environment. A single KCNA2 

subunit is highlighted in yellow. K+ ions are depicted as pink spheres. C, top view of a 

simulated KV1.2 channel structure (yellow ribbons) embedded in the membrane (cyan). 

Note the K+ ions (pink spheres) permeating the central pore. D, a molecular view of an 

isolated VSD, where the S4 residues involved in charge transfer (R1–R4; Ishida et al. 2015) 

are highlighted with blue sticks. F302 is shown with purple sticks. E, the S4 helix region 

(including F302, framed in red) is highly conserved in KCNA2 across different species, as 

well as Shaker, the archetypal voltage-gated K+ channel from the fruitfly and shk-1, the 

Caenorhabditis elegans orthologue. Conserved, positively charged arginine (R) and lysine 

(K) residues are in blue. The grey background denotes sequence identity.
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Figure 3. F302L does not affect KCNA2 membrane expression
A, constructs used for evaluating KCNA2 membrane trafficking. Top: EGFP, a non-

membrane-associated fluorescent protein. Middle: KCNA2 with N-terminally fused EGFP, 

reporting total protein production; and a haemagglutinin (HA) tag at the extracellular loop 

between S1 and S2. In non-permeabilized cells, only KCNA2 subunits at the cell membrane 

have HA-tags that are accessible to antibody labelling; therefore, HA fluorescence labelling 

(α-HA) reports surface expression of KCNA2. Bottom: the same EGFP-KCNA2(HA) 

construct bearing F302L. B, exemplary immunocytochemical confocal micrographs of 

COS-7 cells transiently expressing the constructs in A. Left: EGFP signal. Middle: signal 

from surface-labelled HA (α-HA). Right: merged EGFP (green) and α-HA (magenta) 
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signals. C–E, flow cytometry analysis of live COS-7 cells transiently transfected with the 

constructs in A. C, representative cell density plots of total protein (EGFP signal) against 

surface expression (α-HA). The vertical green line (C-gate) separates low- and high-EGFP 

cells (left/right). The horizontal purple line (D-gate) separates high-EGFP cells into α-HA-

negative (bottom) and α-HA-positive (top). D, cell count distributions with high total protein 

(EGFP signal) plotted against surface expression (α-HA signal). The purple line (D-gate, as 

in C) separates cells into α-HA-negative (left) and α-HA-positive (right). The percentage 

of α-HA-positive cells is shown in the inset. E, percentage of surface-expression- (α-HA−) 

positive cells, normalized to cells expressing KCNA2-WT. Mean ± SD: EGFP: 0.69 ± 

0.35% (n = 7; where n represents one cell preparation (transfection) containing at least 

4000 EGFP-positive cell counts); WT: 100 ± 1.4% (n = 9); F302L: 101 ± 1.9% (n = 

9). The P-value for KCNA2-F302L and KCNA2-WT was 0.42 (Student’s t test, unpaired, 

two-tailed).
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Figure 4. F302L facilitates and accelerates voltage-dependent KV1.2 activation
A, super-imposed voltage protocol and current recorded from KV1.2 channels composed of 

wild-type (left), coexpressed wild-type and F302L subunits (middle), and F302L subunits 

(right). Pulse duration was 100 ms. The current recorded in the pulse to −20 mV is shown 

in blue. B, normalized macroscopic conductance of wild-type (circles), wild-type/F302L 

subunit coexpression (squares) and F302L (triangles) plotted against the test membrane 

potential. The curves represent fits to Boltzmann distributions (mean ± SD). Wild-type: 

V0.5 = 1.0 ± 7.3 mV; z = 1.9 ± 0.76 e0; n = 8. Wild-type & F302L: V0.5 = −7.1 ± 5.1 

mV; z = 1.7 ± 0.43 e0; n = 15. F302L: V0.5 = −14 ± 6.7 mV; z = 1.7 ± 0.55 e0; n 
= 8. C, weighted activation time constant of wild-type (circles), wild-type/F302L subunit 

coexpression (squares) and F302L (triangles) plotted against the test membrane potential. D, 

maximal macroscopic KV1.2 conductance (extracted from the fits to Boltzmann distribution; 

mean ± SD) in oocytes expressing KCNA2-WT (0.20 ± 0.13 mS, n = 8; circles), KCNA2-

F302L (0.25 ± 0.13 mS; n = 8; p = 0.44; triangles), and both KCNA2-WT and -F302L 

subunits (0.16 ± 0.14 mS; n = 15; p = 0.51; squares). P-values were calculated using 

Student’s t test (unpaired, two-tailed). In all panels, error bars represent 1 SD.
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Figure 5. F302L facilitates and accelerates voltage-dependent KV1.2 activation at near-
physiological temperature
A, super-imposed voltage protocol and current recorded from wild-type (left) and F302L 

(right) KV1.2 channels at 33°C. Pulse duration was 100 ms. The current recorded in the 

pulse to −20 mV is shown in blue. B, normalized macroscopic conductance (recorded at 

33°C) of wild-type (circles) and F302L (triangles) KV1.2 plotted against the test membrane 

potential. The curves represent fits to Boltzmann distributions (mean ± SD). Wild-type: V0.5 

= −7.4 ± 1.9 mV; z = 2.9 ± 0.59 e0; n = 6. F302L: V0.5 = −23 ± 4.1 mV; z = 3.2 ± 0.77 

e0; n = 7. C, activation time constant of wild-type (circles) and F302L (triangles) KV1.2 for 

experiments at 33°C plotted against the test membrane potential. In all panels, error bars 

represent 1 SD.
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Figure 6. F302L facilitates and accelerates voltage-dependent KV1.2 inactivation
A, super-imposed voltage protocol and current recorded from KV1.2 channels composed of 

wild-type (left), co-expressed wild-type and F302L subunits (middle) and F302L subunits 

(right). The inactivating pulse duration was 1 min and was flanked by 200-ms pre- and 

post-pulses to 40 mV. The current recorded with the inactivating pulse to −20 mV is shown 

in blue. Current elicited by the pre- and post-pulses is marked with * and §, respectively. 

B, non-inactivated current portion (i.e. §/*) of wild-type (circles), wild-type/F302L subunit 

coexpression (squares) and F302L (triangles) plotted against the inactivation membrane 

potential. The curves represent fits to Boltzmann distributions (mean ± SD). Wild-type: V0.5 

= −2.1 ± 10 mV; z = 2.2 ± 0.57 e0; ped = 20 ± 4.6%; n = 8. Wild-type & F302L: V0.5 = 

−18.1 ± 6.9 mV; z = 2.3 ± 0.53 e0; ped = 22 ± 4.3%; n = 8. F302L: V0.5 = −24.6 ± 7.9 mV; 

z = 2.4 ± 0.87 e0; ped = 22 ± 5.3%; n = 8. C, onset of inactivation of wild-type (circles), 

wild-type/F302L subunit coexpression (squares) and F302L (triangles) plotted against the 

inactivation membrane potential. D, recovered current expressed as a fraction of the current 

available in the pre-pulse, plotted against recovery time at −80 mV. The data were fit to a 

sum of two exponential functions with a baseline offset (b) to account for non-inactivated 

channel current. WT (circles): τ1 = 0.02 s (62%); τ2 = 3.5 s; b = 28%; τavg = 1.4 s; n = 7. 

WT & F302L (squares): τ1 = 0.14 s (50%); τ2 = 4.7 s; b = 39%; τavg = 2.5 s; n = 12. F302L 

(triangles): τ1 = 0.18 s (49%); τ2 = 4.7 s; b = 24%; τavg = 2.8 s; n = 7. In all panels, error 

bars represent 1 SD.
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Figure 7. F302L accelerates voltage-dependent KV1.2 inactivation and delays inactivation 
recovery at near-physiological temperature
A, representative KV1.2 currents recorded during inactivation recovery experiments at 33°C. 

The protocol consisted of a brief (50 ms) pulse at 40 mV, followed by a 1 min inactivating 

pulse at −20 mV. The available (recovered) channels were evaluated by brief (50 ms) 

pulses to 40 mV at approximately half-log time intervals following the inactivating pulse. 

The protocol cycle period was 5 min. The insets show the first 2 s of the inactivating 

pulse, to better illustrate that KV1.2-F302L channels inactivate faster than wild-type. B, 

recovered current expressed as a fraction of the current available in the pre-pulse, plotted 

against recovery time at −80 mV, for experiments at 33°C. The data were fit to a sum of 

two exponential functions with a baseline offset (b) to account for non-inactivated channel 

current. WT (circles): τ1 = 0.06 s (41%); τ2 = 0.77 s; b = 27%; τavg = 0.48 s; n = 5. F302L 

(triangles): τ1 = 0.09 s (40%); τ2 = 1.6 s; b = 12%; τavg = 1.0 s; n = 7. Error bars represent 1 

SD.
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Figure 8. F302L facilitates activation of the KV1.2 VSDs
A, super-imposed voltage protocol and current (black) recorded from KV1.2 channels 

fluorescently labelled at the S4 segment with (right) or without (left) mutation F302L. 

Simultaneously acquired fluorescence deflections (ΔF), reflecting VSD voltage-evoked 

activation transitions, are shown below (red). B, normalized macroscopic conductance (G) 

of fluorescently labelled KV1.2 channels (WT: black circles; F302L: black triangles) and 

VSD activation (ΔF; WT: red circles; F302L: red triangles). The curves represent fits to 

Boltzmann distributions (mean ± SD). Wild-type G: V0.5 = 15 ± 6.5 mV; z = 1.6 ± 0.15 e0; 

ΔF: V0.5 = −32 ± 3.9 mV; z = 1.2 ± 0.32 e0; n = 7 oocytes. F302L G: V0.5 = −1.5 ± 3.85 

mV; z = 1.8 ± 0.32 e0; ΔF: V0.5 = −36 ± 2.6 mV; z = 1.5 ± 0.23 e0; n = 6 oocytes. Error bars 

represent 1 SD.
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Figure 9. F302L does not alter the water permeation or electric field properties of the KV1.2 
VSD
Water density (A) and electric field (B) along the Z-direction in the VSD of WT (orange) 

or F302L channels (plum) are shown for the resting-closed (left) and activated-open (right) 

states. The position (Z value) of positively charged residues on S4 of each subunit is marked 

with coloured symbols located on the right of the plots.
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Figure 10. F302L alters the local environment of S4 helix
A, top views of the S4 helix in the AO conformation of a WT VSD (left) and one with 

F302L (right). S4 and other VSD helices are rendered in yellow; pore domain helices in 

white; membrane lipids in cyan. The side-chains of residues L298 and I304 are shown 

in orange; F302 (left) and L302 (right) are shown in purple. Note (i) the altered lipid 

interaction of L298 and I304 with membrane lipids, and (ii) the slight rotation of S4 (black 

arrow), indicating a change in membrane lipid exposure. B, box-and-whiskers plots of 

nearby (within 4.5 Å) lipid atom counts for residues L298 and I304, on the S4 helix, in the 

active VSD and open pore conformation of WT or F302L channels. Green triangle: mean; 

heavy bar/notch: median; box: interquartile range (IQR); whisker bounds: Q1–1.5 × IQR 

and Q3+1.5 × IQR; circles: outlying observations. For both residues, P < 0.05. C, P-values 

for the number of nearby lipid atoms (F302L vs. WT) for all S4 residues.
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Figure 11. The modest effect of F302L on the voltage dependence of KV1.2 VSD activation is 
sufficient to account for a larger shift in the voltage dependence of channel opening
The 95% prediction bounds for VSD activation probability in WT (red) or F302L (pink) 

channels, from voltage clamp fluorometry data as in Fig. 8B. Mean and 95% confidence 

interval for the Boltzmann fitting parameters: WT: V0.5 = −32.4 [−31.5, −33.2] mV, z = 

1.15 [1.11, 1.19] e0; F302L: V0.5 = −35.2 [−33.7, −36.8] mV, z = 1.46 [1.34, 1.58] e0. 

Assuming that four KV1.2 VSDs are required to activate before the pore can open, the 

opening probability can be approximated by the fourth power of VSD activation probability. 

The 95% prediction intervals of WT and F302L VSD activation raised to the fourth power 

are also plotted, in dark and light blue, respectively. The half-activation potentials of these 

curves are separated by ~10 mV, consistent with the ~15 mV shift of the macroscopic 

conductance (Fig. 4B).
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Figure 12. Markov model fitting of voltage-dependent KV1.2-WT and -F302L activation
A, a Markov state-scheme mechanism with 17 states. Each of the four VSDs can undergo 

two activation transitions, giving rise to 15 closed (C) states. Once all four VSDs are in 

the fully activated (A) state, the channel may transition to the open (O) state. From the 

O state, the channel can transition to a closed, inactivated (I) state. The states marked in 

red (fully resting R1 VSD state and closed channel with four fully resting VSDs C state) 

and blue (fully activated A VSD state and open channel with four fully activated VSDs 

O state) were structurally modelled and simulated using MD in this work (RC and AO 

models, respectively). Model fits are shown in B (steady-state, normalized conductance, G, 

or fluorescence changes, ΔF) and C (representative current and fluorometry traces). Fit data, 

from the cell in Fig. 8A, are in grey; model outputs in purple. Either WT or F302L datasets 

included current and fluorescence traces from pulses from −120 mV to 100 mV in 10 mV 

increments. Model parameters are in Table 1.
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